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SWISS  
INNOVATION PARK

01

Being part of the design team at Launch Labs, I helped design a multifunctional space 
to be used for co-working and organizational events held by SIP. The space primarily 
serves as a community hub while offering users and project teams varied areas to 
work and collaborate with one another.

View Full Project

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/05/17/swiss-innovation-park/
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FURNITURE SELECTION MULTIPURPOSE SPACE
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WORKSTATIONS PROJECT ROOMS
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WELLE 7
02
At Launch Labs, we were approached by a client who wanted a workspace solution 
that can cater to several different users. As part of the team, I helped design three 
different ‘scenarios’ to bring about discussion during a workshop. Based on the 
feedback, we ultimately designed a single integrated scheme that caters to all users.

View Full Project
Password: whatpassword

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/05/05/welle-7/
https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/05/05/welle-7/
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BEIT BYOUT
03
Beit Byout targets immigrant families and young professionals that aspire to be 
successful in their new world. Although originally the studios are similarly designed, 
they will undoubtedly change in size, appearance, and use as their new inhabitants’ 
lives unfold with time. This aspect has been taken into consideration and is an integral 
part of the concept.

View Full Project

LOWER LEVEL
STUDIO

MEZZANINE
STUDIO

Each building module consists of two duplex studios making it the most offered building 
typology in this community. The reasoning behind this is because Beit Byout is primarily 
designed for young professionals and couples or small families whose lives are just taking 
off. At this stage of their lives, they are not concerned with large spaces but rather the 
amenities that their new homes offer. 

In the case of a duplex studio, they are not only being provided with a home but a connect-
ed retail space that can be used as a shop or an atelier ideal for entrepreneurship. Because 
being in a community with like minded neighbours will inevitably create a lively atmos-
phere with fruitful results, the sky is the limit when it comes to their ambitions.

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/05/18/beit-byout/
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BUILDING MODULE
ARCHITECTUREThe piece de resistance of 

Beit Byout is the area des-
ignated for future expan-
sion because it takes into 
account that the lifestyle of 
community members will 
surely change and along 
with it their needs regard-
ing their homes and small 
businesses. 

Therefore the potential for 
‘extra’ space to grow into 
is ideal, whether in terms 
of a growing business that 
needs to be expanded or a 
growing family that sud-
denly requires additional 
living space. 

The configurations below 
illustrate a few models of 
an existing duplex studio 
being transformed to hold 
additional floors, shops, 
rooms, and even terraces 
due to the strategic place-
ment of ‘flexible walls’.
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PROGRESANDO
05
I was approached by a client to convert a store into a functional learning space that 
targets first generation immigrants.  My solution was to have the space not only 
reflect their new branding, but also have a welcoming and friendly feel. In order to 
accommodate all of their various programs, I proposed stackable and mobile furniture 
so that their new space can be easily transformed at a moment’s notice. 

  
CISCO
04
CISCO’s Madrid headquarters is outgrowing their current office space and are 
therefore considering expanding into new real estate. As part of the design team, we 
deduced from a Time Utilization Study that CISCO was in fact not outgrowing their 
office, but rather largely under utilizing it. Therefore, we designed a solution where 
they could remain in their existing location with a 3:1 desk-sharing ratio instead.

View Full Project

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/05/15/cisco/
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AURAROMA
06
By rejuvenating neglected and barren strips of concrete into interactive public spaces, 
Beirut’s staircases can be engaged by society to socialize and unwind while having 
their senses stimulated by virtue of color, scent, and light. 

View Full Project

Read Winner’s Interview
View Magazine Expose

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/06/18/auraroma/
http://applications.nam.lighting.philips.com/blog/index.php/2018/05/22/interview-with-2nd-prize-winner-of-the-clue-04-competition/
https://issuu.com/luminous.international.lighting.magazine/docs/luminous-21-lighting-magazine-2018?e=0/40076669
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KUSHK KIOSK
07
The Arab world’s gradual loss of its language nowadays urged us to be socially 
responsible by reinvigorating the use of Arabic. Aware of how social media has 
become a major communication platform, our kiosk and its social media outlets are 
designed to subject the pubic to Arabic small-talk within heavy urban circulation.

View Full Project

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/06/17/kushk-kiosk/
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PLASTIC DETOX
08
The Big Plastic Detox installation intends to raise people’s awareness of the harmful 
use of futile plastic items. At the forefront, the project appeals to people’s intrinsic 
motivation to do good. When a specific task is at hand, where people are measured 
against others, where regions compete with one another, and where individual 
contributions become visible, people tend to become more active.

View Full Project

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/06/16/the-big-plastic-detox/
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ARTIFICIAL IDIOT
10
A cyberpunk awareness campaign. 

View Full Project

  
[IN]FORM
09
A revolutionary weapon to empower the masses.

View Full Project

https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/05/21/ai-artificial-idiot/
https://kareem-asfahani.com/2018/06/15/inform/

